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Abstract 

This is a feasibility study of a new measurement technique for spent nuclear fuel. The 

technique combines gamma emission tomography with neutron activation analysis. The idea 

is to measure high-energy characteristic gamma from short-lived fission products and thereby 

verify the fissile material content in spent nuclear fuel assemblies.  

Simulations using MCNP were done to estimate the expected detector count rate for these 

characteristic gammas. The predicted count rate was too slow for the proposed technique to be 

of practical use. However, several improvements that could increase the count rate of the 

technique are suggested for further investigation of the prospects of this new technique. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Nuclear safeguards is the international work carried out by the International Atomic Energy 

Agency (IAEA) to ensure that nations do not secretly manufacture nuclear weapons. Nations 

that have signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty undertake not to acquire nuclear weapons, but 

at the same time have the right to use nuclear technology for peaceful purposes such as 

producing electricity. To control the peaceful intentions, inspection techniques are needed that 

can reveal if the peaceful nuclear technology is used to disguise preparations for nuclear 

weapons manufacturing. As a part of the inspection, measurements are done on the spent fuel 

to confirm that it consists of the materials that it should and has been declared.  Some of the 

material, especially 235U and 239Pu, are useful for making nuclear weapons and are therefore 

particularly important to verify that it remains in the fuel [1]. 

There are many ways of non-destructively measuring the fissile content of spent nuclear fuel. 

Most of them measure the radiation of gamma rays, alpha particles, X-rays or neutrons. 

Emerging technologies such as muon detection may also turn out to be feasible. Each has 

their own advantages and is suitable for different purposes [2]. One problem is that the 

nuclear fuel in many reactors is placed in rods that are bundled together in assemblies, such as 

the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) fuel assemblies of typically 14x14 to 17x17 rods. The 

inspections today are using techniques that gathers data from all the rods in a bundle at the 

same time, treating them as one unit, thereby self-attenuation of radiation within the massive 

bundle is of importance. Inspection of a specific rod would require removal from the bundle 

which would be expensive, involve more labour and implies a greater risk of damage [3].  

However there exists a non-invasive technique that could distinguish individual rods without 

having to remove them. Gamma emission tomography (GET) uses detectors that registers 

signals from different trajectories from the bundle and from this information, it is possible to 

reconstruct a picture of the inside, thus making it possible to get information of individual fuel 

rods [4]. A possible modification of gamma emission tomography is to combine the 

tomography with neutron activation analysis to measure the emission distribution of prompt 

gamma and characteristic gamma from short-lived fission products. Nuclear reactions are 

induced by irradiating the fuel with neutrons. This increases the activity from short-lived 

fission products emanating from nuclides such as 239Pu and 235U. The gamma rays generated 

in the decay of these fission products can be detected and serve as evidence of the fissile 

content [5]. 



The main benefits of the suggested modification are: 

1) The signal from short-lived fission products would be a direct indication of fissile 

content. 

2) The technique would be available even at long cooling times, when the conventionally 

used fission products, such as 137Cs and 154Eu, have decayed. 

These added benefits would be valuable abilities in the safeguards inspections of nuclear fuel 

with long cooling times, such as at an interim storage or before entering a final repository [5]. 

For this new method to be successful, the intensity of the gamma rays must be strong enough, 

even from the rods from the centre of the bundle. The structures of the bundle and the fuel 

itself attenuates the radiation and the collimator needed to block out unwanted radiation, 

narrows the amount of detectable gamma rays from the spent fuel. This leads to the issue 

addressed in this work: Will the count rate during measurements be large enough to enabling 

reconstruction of the fuel in a reasonable time and serve as evidence for the material content 

of the spent fuel? 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this project is to make a feasibility study of a possible modification of passive 

gamma emission tomography. The intended modification is to combine the tomography with 

a neutron generator to measure the emission distribution of prompt gamma and characteristic 

gamma from short-lived fission products and thereby indirectly measure the fissile 

components in the fuel. The pilot study aims to find out if the intensity from individual rods in 

the fuel is strong enough to be able to reconstruct a tomographic picture and determine the 

fissile components in a reasonable amount of time.  

 

2 Theory 
To get an estimation of the detector count rate for this new technique, all parts that influences 

the result must be understood, all the way from the nuclear processes in the spent fuel to the 

technique used in gamma emission tomography. The theory will go through each part and end 

with a summary of how all parts can be put together into an equation to effectively calculate 

an estimate of the detector count rate for the selected case and setup.  

 



2.1 Nuclear fuel 

The most common reactor type is pressured water reactors (PWR). These utilize a nuclear fuel 

assembly that uses small pellets of uranium dioxide that are typically about 1 cm in diameter 

and 1 cm high. These are stacked in a cladding to form a rod that is typically about 4 m long. 

The rods are in turn placed together to form fuel bundles or assemblies containing about 

14x14 to 17x17 rods each. In uranium dioxide, about 12% of the mass percentage is oxygen 

and 88% uranium. The uranium consists of mostly 238U and is enriched with 235U to 3-5%. 

Due to the introduction of fission, decay, activation products and radiation damage, the 

material constitution and properties changes while irradiating the fuel with neutrons in an 

operating reactor. In table 1 components of a light-water reactor (LWR) spent fuel with a 

burnup of 50 GWd/tHM can be seen [6]. 

                 Table 1. Typical components by mass percentage of a LWR spent fuel with a burnup of 5GWd/tHM 

 

 

 

 

Since many of the components of the fuel are radioactive the material constitution and 

properties also continues to change after the end of the irradiation. The radiation from spent 

fuel is harmful to humans and other living organisms and it is therefore necessary to keep it in 

a safe storage and under strict regulations. This poses an additional challenge for the 

verification of the content of the fuel [7]. 

2.2 Fission yield 

When an atom undergoes fission, it can generate a large number of possible fission products. 

All possible outcomes of a fission reaction have a probability to occur. The fission yield of 

239Pu includes hundreds of nuclides. The possibility to decay into a certain nuclide can be 

determined by the independent yield and the cumulative yield. 

• The independent yield is the number of a fission product that is created directly after 

the fission.  

• The cumulative yield is the total number of a fission product created after infinitely 

long time after the fission.  

Spent fuel components Percentage % 

Uranium (All nuclides) 93.4 

Plutonium (All nuclides) 1.2 

Fission products of 235U and 239Pu 5.2 

Minor transuranic elements 0.2 
239Pu 0.6 
235U 0.8 



Consequently, the cumulative yield includes, in addition to the independent yield, also the 

nuclides that are created from consecutive beta decay for example. If these other fission 

products have short half-lives they will rapidly decay and the cumulative yield will be a more 

relevant measure of the number of nuclides in the context of this work [8]. As a 

simplification, in this study the fission reactions were assumed to take place in 239Pu, i.e., for 

the calculation of the short-lived fission product vector, the fission yield of 239Pu was used. 

235U is similar to 239Pu and is expected to give similar results and in addition, the fission of 

plutonium nuclei is dominating in fuels of high burnup, such as the majority of fuels in 

interim nuclear waste storages. In this study, the detector count rate will be increased by the 

total amount of both 239Pu and 235U in the spent fuel compared to the amount of 239Pu, see 

table 1. In real experiments, fission yields from all heavy nuclei, including 235U, are naturally 

included and an increase in the detector count rate would not be necessary.   

2.3 The neutron generator 

A neutron generator produces neutrons by accelerating nuclides of hydrogen, deuterium-

deuterium (dd) or deuterium-tritium (dt), and fusing them together, upon which a helium 

nucleus and a neutron is created. The neutron receives most of the released energy as kinetic 

energy of 2.5 MeV or 14.1 MeV depending on the reaction (dd and dt respectively). A typical 

neutron generator may create may create 108 to 1011 neutrons per second within the whole 

solid angle [9]. 

When interacting with a nuclide, these neutrons may be scattered, absorbed or induce fission 

of the nuclide. The type of reaction depends on the types of nuclide and its nuclear cross 

section. Both 235U and 239Pu have large nuclear cross-sections for fission and are mainly 

responsible for the fission reactions in the spent fuel [7]. The ratio of fission rate to neutron 

generator yield has been determined in Neutron-Differential-Die-Away instruments to be 35 

% [10], for the purpose of this work the same ratio seems to be a reasonable assumption.  

2.4 Gamma spectroscopy 

When an atom undergoes fission and splits into two lighter fragments, energy is released in 

the form of electromagnetic radiation and kinetic energy of the fission products and neutrons. 

Prompt-gamma rays are emitted directly during the fission. Of the around 200 MeV that is 

typically realised from fission of nuclear fuel, about 7 MeV is released as prompt gamma 

radiation. The two fragments or daughter nuclei’s may be instable radioactive nuclides and 

decay further by e.g. beta decay towards stable nucleus. This process also generates gamma 



rays called characteristic gamma rays. These are emitted in a discrete set of peaks that are 

characteristic to the decaying nucleus [7]. The characteristic gamma spectrum of 137Cs can be 

seen in figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5 Activity 

The activity of a sample describes how many decays per second there are in the sample.  The 

activity A is a function of the constant production rate P, the decay constant λ and time t:  

𝐴 = 𝑃(1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑡). 

Equation (1) will reach equilibrium after some time when the activity becomes the same as 

the production. Nuclides with short half-lives have a greater λ and will consequently reach 

equilibrium faster than nuclides with longer half-lives [7]. The production rate P will in this 

study be a function of:   

1) The number of neutrons generated per second by a neutron generator Nn,  

2) the ratio between the number of fission neutrons and the number of initial neutrons 

from the neutron generator Rf,  

3) the cumulative fission yield of a certain fission product Fy (here using 239Pu as a 

model fissile nucleus) and the emission intensity of a characteristic gamma energy 

from that fission product Ei: 

𝑃 = 𝑁𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑓 ∗ 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝐸𝑖. 

Figure 1. Gamma spectrum of a radioactive 137Cs-source using a scintillation spectrometer [11]. 

(1) 

(2) 



2.6 Attenuation 

Gamma rays may interact with matter in three different ways: Compton scattering, pair-

production and photo electric effect. All causes a reduction of the intensity of a gamma beam 

and makes the intensity decreases the further it travels through a medium. How well gamma 

rays can penetrate a material depends on the material and the energy of the gamma. The 

intensity of a gamma beam I is a function of the initial intensity I0, the attenuation coefficient 

µ and the distance x the beam has travelled through the material: 

𝐼 = 𝐼0𝑒
−µ𝑥. 

The attenuation coefficient depends on the energy of the gamma rays, the cross section and 

the density of the material. The more energetic the gamma rays are, the smaller the total cross 

section and the more likely they are to penetrate the material. The higher the number density 

of the material and the larger its cross section, the more likely it will stop the gamma rays. 

Uranium and Plutonium are both dense materials which attenuate gamma beams very well 

[7].  

Similar to equation (3), an approximation of the intensity of gamma rays reaching the detector 

𝐼𝑟
𝐸 can be made: 

𝐼𝑟
𝐸 = 𝐼0𝑒

−𝛽𝑟 . 

I0 is the intensity from the first rod and depends on the setup of the measurement, r is the 

number of the rod starting from zero and 𝛽 that is a coefficient just like µ.  

It can be noted, that in the simulation, the transmission (I/I0) of gamma rays are computed 

with the Monte Carlo particle transport code MCNPX that achieves the transmission from 

each investigated fuel rod to the detector position, including the attenuation through the 

complex fuel structures of the assembly, the surrounding water and the collimator channels.  

2.7 Gamma ray detectors   

As with attenuation, Compton scattering; pair-production and photo electric effect are all 

possible interactions when gamma rays strike a detector. There are various spectroscopic 

detectors available with several characteristics. Two important qualities are efficiency and 

resolution [12]. 

 

 

(3) 

(4) 



2.7.1 Efficiency 

Efficiency can be divided into subcategorizes: 

• Absolute Efficiency: The ratio of the number of counts produced by the detector to the 

number of gamma rays emitted by the source (in all directions).  

• Intrinsic Efficiency: The ratio of the number of pulses produced by the detector to the 

number of gamma rays striking the detector.  

• Relative Efficiency: Efficiency of one detector relative to that of a standard 3 in 

diameter by 3 in long NaI detector. 

• Full-Energy Peak (or Photo peak) Efficiency: The efficiency for producing full-energy 

peak pulses only, rather than a pulse of any size for the gamma ray [12].  

When measuring characteristic gammas with discrete energies, the full-energy peak efficiency 

will determine the count rate of the gammas that are identifiable as corresponding to the 

characteristic energy of the examined fission product. 

2.7.2 Resolution 

Resolution is a measure of how well a detector can distinguish between two gamma-ray 

energies. Commonly this measure is defined as the width (such as full width half maximum, 

FWHM) of a single energy peak at a specific energy, either expressed in absolute value in 

keV or as a percentage of the peak energy at that point. The smaller the FWHM is, the higher 

the resolution is and the easier it gets to distinguish single peaks from each other [12]. High-

purity Germanium detectors (HPGe) offer the highest resolution as can be seen in figure 5. 

  
Figure 2. Gamma spectrum from PWR-fuel after 5 years cooling time [5]. 



2.7.3 Collimator 

Many detectors have some form of collimator in front of them. The collimator blocks 

radiation arriving from unwanted directions. This allows for the selective interrogation of a 

subset of the sample volume which is essential for the tomographic method [7]. 

2.8 Gamma emission tomography 

In Gamma Emission Tomography (GET) the radiation field emanating from a radioactive 

sample is assessed with a collimated detector in several lateral and rotational positions. By 

gathering data from a large number of trajectories through the inspected object, a 

reconstruction can be made of the interior emission distribution with the help of mathematical 

methods. For the reconstruction to be accurate, typically the entire object needs to be spanned 

by the detector scans and the transmission must not be blocked by materials that are opaque to 

the gamma radiation [4]. The number of detector positions Np needed for a measurement is 

approximated by equation (5): 

𝑁𝑝 =
2𝜋

𝜃
∗
𝑏

𝑐
, 

where 𝜃 is the rotational step interval in radians, 𝑏 is the width of the sample and 𝑐 is the 

width of the collimator [5]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         

 

 

A simulation, using the methods developed for a previous study [14], of the number of counts 

needed to create a reliable reconstruction of the individual fuel rods can be seen in figure 2. A 

count rate in the order of 1000 counts per second seems to be enough to make a reliable 

Figure 3. Setup of a tomography measurement with the fuel in the centre and the black boxes containing 
the detectors. The detectors are rotated around the fuel, thus changing the spectrum of the intensity [13].  

 

(5) 



reconstruction. The simulation model was the gas-filled plenum region of an assembly and 

thus does not include the attenuation of the fuel material. Fuel rods in the centre of the bundle 

still have a lower count rate and appear with lower contrast than the ones near the edge. A 

model including attenuation of the structural material of the assembly could improve the 

accuracy of the reconstructed emission distribution. 

2.9 Summary 

Putting the parts together an estimation of the detector count rate 𝐷𝑟
𝐸 from a discrete energy 

level E of a fission product of 239Pu in a specific fuel rod r can be calculated. 𝐷𝑟
𝐸 is given by 

multiplying equations (1) and (4) with the peak efficiency of the detector for a discrete energy 

level PE: 

𝐷𝑟
𝐸 = 𝐴 ∗ 𝐼𝑟

𝐸 ∗ 𝑃𝐸 = 𝑁𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑓 ∗ 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝐸𝑖 ∗ (1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑡) ∗ 𝐼𝑟
𝐸 ∗ 𝑃𝐸 . 

In this case the (1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑡) part will be simulated in MCNP due to its complexity. To get the 

total detector count 𝐷𝑡
𝐸 for a detector position viewing one row of the assembly we must sum 

over all the rods, as is given by equation (7):  

𝐷𝑡
𝐸 =∑𝐷𝑟

𝐸

16

𝑟=0

. 

For a full reconstruction with tomography, the total number of measurement positions for the 

detector needs to be included. By calculating the time 𝑇𝑟
𝐸 to get a thousand counts for one 

detector position and sum over the total number of measurement positions from equation (5) 

and dividing with the number of detectors Nd, a total time 𝑇𝑡
𝐸 to complete the whole 

measurement will be estimated: 

 

(7) 

(6) 

Figure 4. Reconstructions of nuclear fuel based on different count rates. The integrated number of counts differs 
by approximately one order of magnitude between each reconstruction, increasing from left to right [13]. 



𝑇𝑡
𝐸 = ∑𝑇𝑟

𝐸

𝑁𝑝

𝑝=1

= ∑
1000

𝑁𝑑 ∗ 𝐷𝑡
𝐸

𝑁𝑝

𝑝=1

. 

Inserting equations (5), (6) and (7) into equation (8) while assuming that all the detector 

positions are similar to one another, simplifies equation (8) to equation (9): 

𝑇𝑡
𝐸 ≈

𝑁𝑝

𝑁𝑑
∗

1000

𝑁𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑓 ∗ 𝐹𝑦 ∗ 𝐸𝑖 ∗ (1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑡) ∗ 𝑃𝐸 ∗ 𝐼0∑ 𝑒−𝛽𝑟15
𝑟=0

. 

 

3 Method 
The method follows the scheme in figure 6. Since the neutron generator can be selected as 

desired and the fission ratio is given, the method will start by selecting the most interesting 

nuclides with characteristic gamma spectrums. A simulation of the radiation at the energies of 

the selected nuclides are then made to compute the number of gammas reaching the detector 

and at last a simulation of the detection ratio for the same energies are made. By a 

combination of all the results an estimation of the total measurement time is then given. 

 

3.1 Selection of characteristic gamma-ray energies 

The nuclides from the fission yield of 239Pu were chosen by a step by step process from the 

nuclear charts [13] according to a set of conditions:  

1. First all nuclides with a cumulative yield over 10^-4 were chosen.  

2. All the resulting nuclides with a half-life under 2h were chosen. 

3. If the nuclides that decay by beta radiation to the nuclide in question had significant 

smaller half-lives than the nuclide in question, then the cumulative yield was selected. 

Otherwise the independent yield was selected.  

4. The emission intensity of all significant discrete gamma energies from the resulting 

nuclides over 1000keV were noted.  

(8) 

(9) 

Figure 5. Scheme of the physical process, where each consecutive step reduces the detector count rate. 



5. Lastly the activity of the discrete gamma energies from the resulting nuclides was 

calculated with equation (1). From that, the discrete gamma energies with the highest 

activity within 2 hours were chosen. Characteristic gamma rays with high energies but 

low activity were selected due to their capacities of penetrating materials.  

3.2 Simulation of characteristic gamma-ray emission 

The simulations are made in MCNP (Monte Carlo N-Paricle), a simulation program based on 

Monte Carlo methods. The program makes it possible to model a problem with geometry and 

material and estimate the probabilities for particles to take different paths. For more 

information see [15]. 

In this project, a PWR fuel with sides of 20cm and a height of almost 4m is modelled in a 

water tank with a detector outside, see figure 7. The nuclear fuel is modelled as unused 

uranium dioxide. In this model, the space available for the detector is likely smaller than a 

detector of adequate size for the purpose of this work. However, the important physical 

aspects derived from these simulations are the transmittance of gamma rays through the fuel 

assembly itself and the collimator to the detector position. In turn, the full-energy peak 

efficiency is regarded in a separate consideration as detailed in section 3.3. For the MCNP 

code with detailed description of the material composition, geometry and the setup, see 

appendix 1. 

 

Figure 6. Model of the nuclear fuel and the detector setup in the simulation.  



The source just emitted gamma rays in the height of 4,25cm of one rod. In this study, it is 

approximated that all of the neutrons are spread equally between the 17x17 rods and within 

the height of the source. The source emits gamma rays in the direction of the detector with 5 

degrees spread to make the simulation more efficient. To include all the gamma rays from 

other rods and other emission angles, the results from the simulation are multiplied a factor k:  

𝑘 =
2𝜋(1 − cos(5°))

17 ∗ 17 ∗ 4𝜋
≈ 0,000112. 

For simplicity, the walls of the collimator were assumed opaque and thus the transmission of 

gamma rays through the walls of the collimator was neglected. Using the same type of 

detector setup as the Developed “Universal GET” design [16], 4 detectors, a step interval of 

1° and a collimator with a 20cm depth and an aperture of 10 mm high and 1.5 mm wide, Np is 

given by equation (11):  

𝑁𝑝 =
360

1
∗
√2 ∗ 20

0,15
≈ 67882. 

Multiplying the 35 % of the neutrons that induced fission with the proportion of 239Pu in the 

fissile material of the spent fuel gives Rf:  

𝑅𝑓 = 0,35 ∗
0,6

0,6 + 0,8
= 0,15. 

The source emitted gamma rays of the same energies as the most prominent characteristic 

gamma rays from the evaluated nuclides. The gamma rays were then measured by the F1 tally 

of MCNPX, estimating the probability of gamma rays to reach the surface of the back of the 

detector cavity of the shielding material. With help of a cut-off energy 1 keV below the 

energy of the emitted gamma rays, only gamma rays corresponding to the discrete energies 

were counted. 

3.3 Simulation of detector 

The simulation of the full peak efficiency was based on a HPGe detector with a 50mm outer 

diameter at a coaxial crystal. The simulation was done with help of Matlab calculating and 

creating a file and run it in MCNP. Only the full peak efficiency for the most prominent 

characteristic gamma energies was simulated. 

(10) 

(12) 

(11) 



4 Results 

4.1 Nuclides candidates 

The most prominent characteristic gamma peaks are listed in table 2. Two things were noted 

during the searched:  

• Generally, the lower the energy is, the greater the possibility to find a large peak.  

• Generally, the lower the atomic number is, the greater the possibility is to find a large 

peak at high energies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nuclide Half-life Rf x Ei (%) Energy (kev) 

94Sr 75,3s 3,487 1428 

138Cs 33,4min 4,532 1435 

102Nb 4,4s 1,138 1633 

138Cs 33,4min 0,9029 2218 

138Cs 33,4min 0,4514 2639 

98Y 0,548s 0,3123 2941 

95Y 10,3 min 0,3082 3576 

91Rb 52,2s 0,2257 3600 

90Rb 158s 0,1012 4366 

86Br 55,1s 0,0378 5406 

Table 2. The most prominent characteristic gamma peaks from fission products of 239Pu. 

Figure 7. Activity of the nuclides seen in table 2. 
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4.2 Simulations of characteristic gamma  
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Figure 9. Ratio of gamma rays that reach the detector with respect to energy for the most prominent fission products with 
fuel rod 0 being closest to the detector and rod 8 in the centre. 

Figure 8. Ratio of gamma rays that reach the detector with respect for fuel rods for the most prominent fission products with 
fuel rod 0 being closest to the detector and rod 8 in the centre. 



From figure 8 we can verify that it is possible to describe the intensity of gamma rays 

reaching the detector by equation (5) due to the linear relationship of the curves and the 

logarithmic scale. The ratio increases significantly from the 1428 keV to 2218 keV but then it 

does not increase much more. This is perhaps more evident in figure 9 where there is very 

little difference between 4366 keV and 5406 keV. Worth noticing is the difference between 

rod 0 and rod 8 that is almost two orders of magnitude for 94Sr. 

Figure 10 shows the relative intensity of gamma rays reaching the detector depending on the 

height of the collimator. The intensity increases almost with the height x of collimator 

squared. 

The full energy peak efficiency decreases the higher the energies the gamma rays have as can 

be seen in figure 11.  The combined results of both figure 11 and figure 8 gives the estimated 

detectable gamma rays per emitted gamma ray.  These results can be seen in figure 12. Note 

that the effect of decreasing peak efficiency at higher energies is greater than the effect of less 

attenuation at higher energies. 
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4.3 Full energy peak efficiency 

 

4.4 Combined results 
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Figure 12. Ratio of gamma rays that will be detected per emitted gamma ray with respect to energy. 

Figure 11. Full energy peak efficiency for the most prominent gamma rays with respect to energy. 



Using equation (9) and multiplying with equation (10), 𝑇𝑡
𝐸 is calculated for the most 

prominent characteristic gamma and the results and given in table 3.  

 

Changing the collimator to a new with an aperture 5cm high and 1.5mm width, while also 

counting the radiation from 235U (assuming the same the same properties as 239Pu), the count 

rate increases around 54 times. Then the Tt
E for 1428 keV 94Sr will be 222 hours. 

 

5 Discussion and conclusion 
The results indicate a detection ratio that is very low if not some improvements to the setup 

and the measurement technique is done. The characteristic gamma energies higher than the 

1428keV from 94Sr have significantly slower counting rates. In order to generate a 

reconstruction of a fuel bundle in 2 hours or faster, these things are suggested:   

• Use more detectors.  

In UGET, four detectors were used, but if it is possible to use more detectors, then the 

counting rate would decrease further, as the total interrogation time is inversely 

proportional to the number of detectors, see equation (8). 

• Increase the aperture of the collimator. 

As seen by figure 11, the counting ratio increases with the square of the height of the 

aperture. Increasing the height would also make the approximation, that all neutrons 

hit the part of the fuel bundle that are used in the simulation, more realistic. 

Increasing the width of the aperture would also increase the count rate. It would also 

decrease the number of detector positions needed, thus possible to have a double 

impact on the total measurement time. However, this will adversely affect the spatial 

resolution of the reconstructed tomograms. This study has not investigated this further. 

Table 3. The time to get a count rate of 1000 from a single characteristic gamma and the total measurement time needed to 

reconstruct the fuel rods. 

Nuclide Energy (kev) I0 β 𝑷𝑬 𝐓𝐫
𝐄 (h) 𝐓𝐭

𝐄 (h) 

94Sr 1428 6,38E-07 0,554 0,1426 0,72 12000 

138Cs 2218 8,50E-07 0,461 0,0970 2,65 45000 

98Y 2941 9,80E-07 0,447 0,0740 8,43 143000 

95Y 3576 1,05E-06 0,439 0,0602 9,71 165000 

90Rb 4366 1,10E-06 0,439 0,0481 35,6 605000 

86Br 5406 1,13E-06 0,437 0,0372 121 2050000 



• Consider the characteristic gamma from both uranium and plutonium. 

235U and 239Pu behaves very similar to each other and therefor it is easiest to use them 

both. This would approximately increase the counting ratio by 2.33 times. The exact 

number depends on many factors, one of them being the type of isotope used. 

• Decreasing the total count per detector position. 

As can be seen in figure 2, it is possible to use a couple of hundreds counts for each 

detector position and still get useful image of the fuel bundle. For example, reducing 

the amount of necessary counts from 1000 to 200 would increase the count rate by 5 

times.  

As well as there are many ways of increasing the count rate, one should also be aware of the 

error sources in this study. These are the important assumptions that could be questioned:  

• Different detector positions. 

The measurement is only made directly in front of a row with only fuel rods in it.  A 

different position will reduce the amount of fuel in front of the detector, this means 

less attenuation but will also reduce the number of gamma decays taking place in 

view of the detector. The effective results have not been investigated further, but it 

can be noted that the assumption of 1000 counts being needed for an adequate 

reconstruction quality was based on a study of the number of counts in a 

corresponding position (in front of and aligned with a row of fuel rods in the 

assembly), and therefore it is reasonably an appropriate choice to investigate the time 

consumption to achieve 1000 counts in such a location. The number of decays taking 

place depends linearly on the distance x (linear fuel density) while the attenuation 

coefficient depends on e-x (equation (4)). This suggests that moving the detector will 

increase the count rate, at least from rods further away from the detector.  

• Height 

The assumption that all the 35% of the neutrons that cause fission inside the view of 

the collimated detector is an overestimate. The height of 4.25 cm is too small to be 

able to capture all neutrons, which are more spread in the axial direction. As 

mentioned earlier, increasing the height of the aperture would make this 

approximation more accurate. 

• Fission yield. 

Using the cumulative fission yield leads to an overestimate of the number of decays 

taking place. However, this overestimate should be quite low because the half-lives of 



the mother nuclides that beta decays into the relevant nuclides are shorter than their 

daughter nuclide. The greater the time scale the smaller the error would be. 

• Material components the simulation. 

The material in the fuel rods in the model was modelled as fresh uranium dioxide 

while in the real case the material components should be similar to table 1. However, 

since most of the material is still uranium dioxide and the rest have similar properties, 

the difference should not that big.  

Further research is necessary to able to draw any certain conclusions about the prospects of 

this new measurement technique. However, in this first attempt to provide a design the 

performance in terms of required measurement time was unacceptable. 

It is possible that the accuracy of the investigation of the time requirements made in this 

report can be improved in terms of accuracy. Making a new simulation with a more accurate 

composition of materials, a rotating detector that captures all angles. However, to improve the 

applicability of the technique some improvements of the instrument or the methodology 

would likely be required, such as increasing the aperture of the collimator and using more 

detectors. In addition, one may try to use not a single characteristic 

 gamma peak from one selected fission product, but instead apply the number of counts in a 

larger region of interest in the measured spectrum, this would potentially include many 

characteristic gamma peaks of various fission products, in addition, gamma rays that scatter in 

the detector and don’t deposit their full energy may to some extent be counted. This may also 

allow for counting of prompt fission gamma. 
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7 Appendix 

7.1 MCNP code 

The MCNP code used when calculating the probability for a gamma ray emitted from the fuel 

rod closest to the detector with an energy of 2.218 MeV to reach the detector area: 

c seed file for test of Neutron generator assisted GET of 

c  nuclear fuel 

c ============================= 

c Description 

c  

c ============================= 

c -------- CELL CARDS --------- 

c ============================= 

c 

c ############################# 

c 

c #############################  

C Cell Cards 

C 

C 

C 

C Detector setup 

C 

100 3082 -18.0 -300 324 314 

      u=300 imp:n,p,e=1 $ main shielding box  

114 999 -0.00129 -324 u=300 imp:n,p,e = 1 $ air in detector 

134 999 -0.00129 -314 u=300 imp:n,p,e = 1 $ air in collimator   

C 

500 0 -290 fill=300 u=400 trcl= (0 0 0) imp:n,p,e=1 

501 0 290 u=400 imp:n,p,e=0 trcl=(0 0 0)  

C 

125 999 -0.0012 -290 300 imp:n,p,e = 1 u=300 $ air around detector 

120 0 300 290 u=300 imp:n,p,e=0  

C 

C 

400 0 211 FILL=400 imp:n,p,e=1 

c      *TRCL=(0 0 0  

c      0 90 90  $ 45 -45 90 $  

c      90 0 90 $ 135 45 90 $  

c      90 90 0 $ 90 90 0) -1 $  

C 

1 900 -1 100 -200 imp:n,p,e=1 $ water 

2 3061 -8.0 200 -210 imp:n,p,e=1 $ steel pipe 

3 999 -0.0012 210 #400 imp:n,p,e=1 $ bugfix 

C 

c 4 999 -0.0012 -401 imp:n,p,e=1 $ air 

C 

c   Fuel Pin Cell 222 



575  600 -10.97 -1 -2 3 u=222 imp:n,p,e=1 $ Plenum. Helium. 

576  2  -0.781e-3   (-1 2 -5):(5 -6)                 u=222  imp:n,p,e=1 $gap 

577  800  -6.44     (-6 1 -7 8):(-4 -3 8):(-4 5 -7)       u=222  imp:n,p,e=1 $clad 

578  900  -1    6           u=222  imp:n,p,e=1 $ water 

C 

C Guide/Insturment Tubes 

651  900  -1    -30 8 -7                        imp:n,p,e=1 u=50   $Guide/inner water 

652  800  -6.44   30 -31 8 -7                     imp:n,p,e=1 u=50   $Guide/clad 

653  900  -1     31:-8:7                        imp:n,p,e=1 u=50   $Guide/outer water 

C   Fuel assembly lattice 

900 0 -12 13 -14 15 lat=1 imp:n,p,e=1 u=70 fill=-8:8 -8:8 0:0 

            222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222 222  50 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222  50 222 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222 222  50 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222  50 222 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222  50 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

      222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 

901   0  -100  imp:n,p,e=1 fill=70 trcl 

c 

 

c ============================= 

c ------- SURFACE CARDS ------- 

c ============================= 

C  

c #############################  

C Surface Cards 

C 

200 RCC 0 0 -200 0 0 400 21.3 $ Steel pipe inner  

210 RCC 0 0 -200 0 0 400 22.0 $ Steel pipe outer 

211 box -22.01 -22.01 -200.01 44.02 0 0 0 44.02 0 0 0 400.02 

C 

C Detector 

C 

C detector surfs 

c 501 S 44.405 2.3 0 1.905 

c 401 S 44.405 0 0 1.905 

C 

290 box -100 -100 -250 200 0 0 0 200 0 0 0 500 $ air 

300 box 22.5 -18.75 -25  28.8 0 0 0 37.5 0 0 0 50 $ tungsten ytterbox 



314 box 22.5 -0.60 -0.5  20 0 0  0 0.15 0  0 0 1 $ Collimator 

324 box 42.5 -1.905 -1.905  3.81 0 0  0 3.81 0  0 0 3.81 $ Detector 

100 RPP  -10.70999 10.70999  -10.70999 10.70999    $ Dimensions of Assembly 

          -195.25  195.25 $ -183.045 207.9 $197.045 $ Height of Assembly 

C 

C  Fuel Rod 

1  cz    0.4178 

2  pz   194.05 $ 205.1 $ 182.76 

3  pz   -194.05 $ -183.0 

C  Fuel Gap 

4  cz    0.42 

5  pz   196.45 $ 207.5 $ 197.00 

C  Fuel Cladding 

6  cz    0.475 

7  pz   196.45 $ 207.5 $ 197.05 

8  pz   -194.1 $ -183.05 

C  Pin Cell  

12   px   0.63 

13   px   -0.63 

14   py   0.63 

15   py   -0.63 

C 

C  Guide Tube/Insturment Tube 

30   cz  0.571 

31   cz  0.613 

C assembly dimensions 

C 

C 

C 

 

c ============================= 

c -------- DATA CARDS --------- 

c ============================= 

c ############################# 

C MATERIALS 

C 

C Steel HomeSec 

C 

m3061  6000    -.000410 

       14000   -.005070 

       15000   -.000230 

       16000   -0.000150 

       24000   -0.170000 

       25000   -.01014 

       26000   -.669000 

       28000   -.120 

       42000   -0.025 

C 

C New Steel from Peter J:s description 

c  



c Tungsten ny, frÃ¥n Peters mail 

m3082 28058 -.02383 

      28060 -.00918 

      28061 -.0004 

      28062 -.00127 

      28064 -.00033 

      29063 -.01038 

      29065 -.00462  

      74180 -.00114 

      74182 -.25175 

      74183 -.13595 

      74184 -.29108 

      74186 -.28009                                                                                     

c Those are dummy materials which are there only for the cross sections to be th  

c ############################# 

c 

c Data Cards 

m2  2004   -1.0 

m800  26054 2.0098E-04   $ Fuel Cladding 60GWd 

      26056 3.1502E-03 

      26057 7.2749E-05 

      26058 9.6817E-06 

      40090 5.1167E-01 

      40091 1.1158E-01 

      40092 1.7056E-01 

      40094 1.7285E-01 

      40096 2.7846E-02 

      24050 7.6295E-05 

      24052 1.4713E-03 

      24053 1.6683E-04 

      24054 4.1528E-05 

       1001 2.9997E-04 

       1002 3.4500E-08 

m900   1001  -0.11189835     $ Fresh Water  

       8016  -0.88774570 

       8017  -0.00035595 

c mt900    lwtr.01t 

c m172   2004 1 $ He4 

m600   8000  -0.118502    $ Uranium dioxide 

      92000  -0.881498 

m999   8000  -0.21        $ Air 

       9000  -0.78 

      18000  -0.01 

c print  

MODE P 

PHYS:P 100 1 1 0 1 

CUT:P J 2.217                         $ cut off energy 

NPS 1E10 $ 1E7 $ 1E10   

F1:P 324.1 

c 



SDEF par=p rad=d1 ext=d2 pos= 0 0 0 axs= 0 0 1 cell=d3 

      ERG=2.218 VEC = 1 0 0 DIR = d4         

si1 0 0.4178 

sp1 -21 1 

si2 H -2.125 2.125 $ Height 

sp2 0 1 

si3 L (222<900[4 0 0]<901)    $ Source 

sp3 1 

si4 0.9961946981 1 $ 5 degrees 

sp4 0 1 

c *TR4 (0 0 0  

c      45 -45 90 $ 0 90 90  $  

c      135 45 90 $ 90 0 90 $  

c      90 90 0) $ 90 90 0 -1 $  

c DXT:P 22.5 2.3 0 1.5 10 

c SDEF PAR=P ERG=1.0 POS= 0 0 0  RAD=5 

c tmesh 

c   rmesh91:p traks 

c   cora91  -70 200i 70 

c   corb91  -70 200i 70 

c   corc91  -150 500i 150 

c endmd 


